MEET THE CHALLENGES OF COMPLIANT LOAN DOCUMENT PREPARATION
HEAD-ON WITH FUSION LASERPRO

CHALLENGES

• Manual document creation
• Compliance burdens
• Rework caused by errors from manual data entry
• Legal costs

75,000
Average number of pages of regulatory changes each year

TIME SPENT ON MANUAL PROCESSES

68% Loan Document Preparation

35+ YEARS AND 3,500+ CLIENTS TRUST
FUSION LASERPRO

Capabilities

- Fully compliant loan documents
- Dynamic document capabilities via automated workflows
- Core System and eSignature integration
- Command and control over document policies

AS THE FOUNDATION OF TOTAL LENDING, FUSION LASERPRO
STREAMLINES YOUR COMPLAINT LOAN DOCUMENT PREPARATION

Fusion LaserPro has accelerated the speed with which we can assess and process a loan; we can now evaluate, approve and issue a small loan within ten minutes. We re-invest all of the savings that we have made into developing additional capacity in our loans department to meet the growing demand. ”
Matthew Davis
Loan Officer, Farmers Bank of Willards

Since implementing Fusion LaserPro, it has improved our commercial lending process. The amount of time it takes to go from application to closing and it has reduced dual entry into different systems therefore increasing efficiency.”
Denelle Collasanti
AVP, Solvay Bank

Using Fusion LaserPro gives us peace of mind that we’re in compliance. It has dynamic documents that we can build as we process the loan. And barcode integration goes straight into our imaging system. The documents are the best in the industry, I trust them, and my people trust them.”
Michelle Burton
VP Loan Operations, Bank Plus

Reduce outside attorney fees and related costs by up to 90%

Reduce operational costs by 20% and gain 2X productivity without increasing staff

Eliminate duplicate data entry by 87%

Reduce costs and streamlined processes
Lower risk from manual data entry
Grow profitably and stay competitive
Provide a superior borrower experience

ONE PARTNER, ONE SOLUTION...

CONTACT US